
Rule models: Authors cite
need for ethical government 

Marlene Targ Brill tells Biblio File:
“The Chicago Tribune Literary Review
gave a shoutout to Diary of a Drummer
Boy in a Veterans Day article about my
drummer. Also, I was interviewed for my
first – and only – podcast with drumhisto-
ry.com, which stemmed from Diary of a
Drummer Boy. ... Rita Dragonette tweets
to say, “I’m thrilled beyond words to
have been asked to write an original
monologue to be read by Tony Award-
winning actress Deanna Dunagen at The
Ripped (from the headlines) Festival of
the American Blues Theater in April.”

Rita tells Biblio File,
“I am excited about
this. It's quite a chal-
lenge.” ... Angela
Jackson, who pre-
sented a Midland
Authors program on
March 9, 2010, and
will be on a Midland
Authors panel this

spring, is the new poet laureate of
Illinois. ... Doug Dixon writes to say, “I
am working on another Middle West writ-
ing project, this one on Pacific Islander
immigrants to small-town mid-America.”
... In the (Pennsylvania) Observer-
Reporter, Midland Authors Board
Member Walter Podrazik, co-author of
the book Watching TV, offered perspec-
tive on the significance of the first radio
coverage of presidential election returns
in 1920 and the culture-changing influ-
ence of radio in communication. ... Flint
Taylor wrote “Torture Survivor Jackie
Wilson exonerated in pandemic murder
trial” for the Nov. 18 Black Agenda
Report. ... Former Midland Authors
Board Member Lynn Voedisch’s new
book, Soundrise (See Literary Latest,
September 2020), has been moved to a
release date of Jan. 15. ... On Oct. 6,
BookTrib.com wrote of Dominic
Martell’s new book: “Between constant-
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One of the reasons Jill Long
Thompson wrote her book, The
Character of American

Democracy (Indiana University Press,
2020), is that people often have a misun-
derstanding of ethics, Thompson said on
Nov. 10 at the Midland Authors’ monthly
program. 

Thompson, a former member of
Congress, spoke via Zoom along with
Richard Painter, co-author of American
Nero: The History of the Destruction of
the Rule of Law, and Why Trump Is the
Worst Offender. The session was moderat-
ed by Delmarie Cobb, a political consult-
ant and owner of The Publicity Works in
Chicago. 

In introducing the session, Cobb said of
Thompson’s book, “It is timely. I want to
make sure we acknowledge the fact that
Jill Long Thompson has knowledge of

how Washington works and what is nor-
mal and ethical behavior and what is an
abuse of power.”

After reading a selection from her book,
Thompson said, “Our role as members of
a representative democracy is not to fight
to have our own way at any cost. ... The
process by which we adopt policy is as
important as the policy we adopt.”

Painter agreed. 
“We have to be committed to a rule of

law in a representative democracy,” said
Painter, who was the chief White House
ethics lawyer in the George W. Bush
administration. 

“We have certain rules that we play by
regardless of our political views, regard-
less of where we live, our race or gender,”
he said. “We have certain rules that we
play by embodied in the statutes of the
United States and our states. What we
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ly nagging anxiety over what is and isn’t
being monitored by the bad guys, and the
plot’s many turns and skin-of-the-teeth
escapes, Kill Chain [See Literary Latest,
November 2020] will keep you on the
edge of your seat and turning pages well
into the night.” ... The Nov. 8 New York
Times Book Review included Amy
Alznauer’s The Strange Birds of
Flannery O’Connor: A Life in a story
headlined “8 Picture Books About
Books.” The Times
said, “Alznauer pairs a
grounded, authentic
vernacular with a lyri-
cism that takes flight.”
... David W. Blight
wrote “Republicans:
The New Confeder-
acy” for the Nov. 5
New York Review and
“Confronting the Damage of Trump” for
the Nov. 7 New York Times. ... The Nov.
6 Naperville Sun wrote a profile of
Andrea Beaty headlined: “How did
Naperville tech writer end up penning
kids’ books? It’s not that big of a leap,
she says.” The story reports Andrea has
just signed a deal with Netflix to produce
a new original animated series scheduled
for next fall. ... Thomas Dyja’s next
book, New York, New York, New York:
Four Decades of Success, Excess, and
Transformation, will be published by
Simon & Schuster in spring. ...  John
Hallwas has written an ongoing article
series titled “Forgotten Voices from
Illinois History,” that has appeared in

every issue of Illinois
Heritage magazine
(the magazine of the
Illinois State Historical
Society) for several
years. John says, “The
series has become very
popular, and the
November-December
issue, which will soon

appear, will carry an article of mine titled
“Black Hawk and his engaging autobiog-
raphy.” The following issue, for January-
February, 2021, will carry an article of
mine on noted Black civil rights crusader
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Andrea Beaty

John Hallwas

have seen, particularly recently, in our
government is a decline in the respect for
the rule of law. ... This is a very danger-
ous trend.”

Thompson said she started writing her
book when she was teaching at Indiana
University. 

“I was teaching at the Kelly School [of
Business] and the O’Neill School of
Public and Environmental Affairs,” she
said. “Every day I came into the class-
room, I had a new story to tell from a
story that had broken in the news media
the day before and even the morning of
the class. ... I saw [Donald] Trump was
undermining the very principles of
democracy: the lack of transparency, the
issue with emoluments, his unwillingness
to reveal his tax returns, having his
daughter sit next to a foreign leader at the
White House and then she suddenly gets
an opportunity to sell her line of 
products in that
country.” 

To illustrate the
dangers of weaken-
ing the rule of law,
Painter talked about
Germany’s Weimar
Republic in the
years before Adolf
Hitler seized power. 

“There was a debate about how to have
a representative democracy,” Painter said.
“Should we adhere to the rule of law and
have a constitution everyone abides by or
should we put politics above the law?
There was a famous legal philosopher,
Carl Schmitt, who had been a very con-
servative Catholic theologian before he
became a legal philosopher and a lawyer

for the government, and [he] argued all
law is about politics. ... The people select
the leaders. And once the people have
chosen the leaders ... the leaders’ views
and what they want to do politically
should transcend the law.

“The second theme I really want to
emphasize is character: the character of
the people who represent us in
Washington and our state capitals and our
county commissions and school boards.
We need people of integrity, people who

are there to serve the
public and not enrich
themselves.”

Thompson said
honesty among lead-
ers is critical for a
nation of self-govern-
ment. 

“If our leaders are
not speaking the truth, then it makes it
more difficult for the citizenry to get
accurate information,” she said. “If the
citizenry is not getting the truth, then we
are not making the right decisions.”  

Thompson said ethics also are a key un-
derpinning of America’s global leadership.

“We have been an international leader
[but Trump] was laughed at when he spoke
before the United Nations,” she said. 
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C.T. Vivian (who was raised and started
his career in Illinois) and his book Black
Power and the American Myth. Illinois
has a fabulous literary tradition, which
contemporary writers should be proud to
belong to.” ... Nearly 100 people joined
Patrick T. Reardon and novelist and
Pulitzer Prize winner Julia Keller on Nov.
19 for the launch of Patrick’s new book,
The Loop: The “L” Tracks That Shaped
and Saved Chicago via a Zoom program
sponsored by the City Lit Bookstore. (It
was, sadly, the last event scheduled
before the Dec. 1 closing of the store.) In
addition, Reardon spoke to 150 members
of the Central Electric Railfans
Association via Zoom on Nov. 13. Patrick
also promoted the book on the radio –
with Bill Turck and Kerri Kendall at

WCGO radio (July
26) and on two WGN
radio shows: John
Landecker (Nov. 3)
and Bob Sirott (Nov.
10). He discussed The
Loop on WGN-TV on
the weekend morning
show on Nov. 21.  He

will speak to the Midland Authors mem-
bership on Feb. 9. ... Louise Erdrich
wrote the op-ed “Not Just Another
Pipeline” for the Dec. 29 New York
Times. ... In his newsletter, Burt Levy
writes: “What a lovely (but lonely) fall
this has been. Aimless in its way. And I
know it’s been awhile. And I’d like to tell
you that I've been spending every waking
moment slaving away on the new book.
I’d also like to tell you that I’ve grown
four inches taller, lost 30 pounds and
have somehow developed an entirely new
head of hair.” ... Craig Sautter beat his
2020 goal of writing 24 short stories. He
wrote 30. “Some might even be pretty
good,” Craig tells Biblio File. “Now, I
have to turn to DePaul and ‘1968: Amer-
ican Trauma & Transformation.’ ” ...
Theodore J. Karamanski wrote the op-
ed “Great Lakes states went big for Joe
Biden – and he should go big for the Great
Lakes” for the Nov. 26 Chicago Sun-
Times. He also wrote the op-ed “An SOS
for our Great Lakes lighthouses and her-
itage” for the Dec. 29 Chicago Tribune. 

Biblio File
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Louise Erdrich

Four authors will talk at the Midland
Authors Jan. 12 program about
writing and publishing children’s

books. Here is what three authors told
Literary License when this program was
originally scheduled last spring:

Literary License: At a time of so many
things going digital, why are print chil-
dren’s books still important?

Patrick McBriarty: My experience
with children’s picture books is that a
physical book is the thing because it is a
gift bought by an adult, usually a relative
for a child.  

They want to give the child an experi-
ence and knowledge and a vehicle for
learning about the world, and it is much
more satisfying for the giver to give the
child a physical book.  

Thus it is not surprising my first chil-
dren’s picture book has
only sold a couple elec-
tronic copies, and in fact
because of this we did not even produce
an ebook for the next two picture books I
created.

Eileen Meyer: I think reading is such a
delight for the senses – reading a book
offers children the experience of sitting
quietly with a book in today’s world of
too-many digital screens. What better gift
can we give children? It affords quiet time
for reflection. A reader can spend as much
time on a page as he/she desires, lingering
over elements of the story and beautifully
crafted illustrations. Reading books helps
us relax, whereas digital screens can over-
stimulate readers of all ages. I love the
sensory experience – the smell and feel of
a new book, touching the crisp pages as
they are turned one after another. Studies
also show that children retain and com-
prehend information from books better
than from digital screens. I could go on
and on ... but those are just a few reasons.

Literary License: Can you still sell a
children’s book without an agent?

Esther Hershenhorn: IMHO: Yes,
especially if it’s a picture book. The
Children’s Book World offers children’s
book creators countless opportunities to
gain interest from editors and publishers
in a manuscript, no matter the format.

Think: conferencing, programming, men-
torships, contests and grants as well as
online webinars, workshops and pitch ses-
sions via Twitter. Through sponsoring
organizations such as The Society of
Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators,
We Need Diverse Books and Kidlit
Nation, just to name a few, all have suc-
cessfully helped writers and illustrators
forge meaningful connections that eventu-
ally led to the publishing of a book with-
out an agent. Chicago’s John Sullivan met

his Paula Wiseman
Books editor Sylvie
Frank at an SCBWI-

Illinois’ Prairie Writers and Illustrators
Day when he submitted his manuscript for
critique. Last year that manuscript, pub-
lished as Kitten and the Night Watchman,
won the Ezra Jack Keats New Writer
Award and John sold Sylvie a second pic-
ture book! 

Literary License: What is your next
book?

Patrick McBriarty: I do have a book
in the works that was driven by a screen-
play idea. 

In doing the research I realized the next
thing I could complete was a letter collec-
tion surrounding Chicago on the cusp of
the War of 1812.  

On and off I have been collecting origi-
nal letters and secondary history about
Chicago for this period and as it devel-
oped has become an extensive collection
from a huge variety of sources near and
far afield never before available in one
collection. 

I am hoping in the next couple years to
refine the notes, brief bios, glossary and
tighten up the collection for publication
by a university press. I think it will add
significantly to the history and basis for
future interpretations of Chicago’s early
development.

Literary Landscape

Jan. 12, 2021, program

Via Zoom (See details, Page 6)

7 p.m. - 8:15 p.m.

Reading a children’s book
is delight for the senses
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TWO-YEAR PROJECT

Former Midland Authors President
Rich Lindberg’s book Addison: The
Vision Continues, a contemporary history
of the Village of Addison, was scheduled
to be published in December after being
commissioned by Mayor Rich Veenstra

and the Village Board
in 2017. 

Lindberg writes:
“This is the third
Donning volume I
have written since
2015, following
Northeastern Illinois
University: The First
150 Years and Mr.

Chairman! Power and Prominence in
City Hall, a collection of biographical
essays about the 57 past chairmen of the
[Chicago City Council’s] Committee on
Finance.

“The Addison project was a two-year
research and writing project.” 

FUNNY, QUIRKY STORIES

From the publisher: “For years,
Chicagoan Vicki Quade has been telling
stories as a journalist, playwright, theater
producer and performer. So it’s not sur-
prising she has a way of connecting with
quirky characters during mundane, every-
day occurrences.

“A playwright and producer best known
for her comedy, ‘Late Nite Catechism,’

DEBUT NOVEL

Larry Lockridge tells Literary
License, “At age 78 I have just published
my debut novel, The Cardiff Giant, first
of four standalone yet interrelated novels
to be published by Iguana Books, Toronto,
over the next two years. As comic fiction,
The Enigma Quartet is a radical departure
from my earlier books of philosophical
criticism and from Shade of the Raintree,
a biography of my father, Ross Lockridge
Jr., author of Raintree County. His sorry
fate as novelist was hardly an incentive to
write novels of my own.  But I’ve known
better than to attempt the Great American
Novel. I hope The Enigma Quartet will

Literary Latest

Rich Lindberg

Quade has announced a new venture, a
book called Close Encounters of a
Chicago Kind, based on those very char-
acters she runs into almost daily. It’s pub-
lished by Eckhartz Press, Chicago.

In this pandemic time, Quade said she
hopes her book reminds people of “public
interactions we will eventually get back
to.”

Close Encounters of a Chicago Kind is
a compilation of stories, examining the
lives that brush past
her on city streets, in
banks, at the grocery
store or in restaurants.
With a sharp wit and
empathetic skill,
Quade colorfully
recreates brief scenar-
ios that range from the
comic to the bizarre to
the dangerous – and
all are unique to the spirit of the Windy
City.

“Her next step, she says, will be taking
the stories she loves the most and turning
them into a performance piece. ‘I think
these will work really well on stage,
especially given the quirky people in
them,’ she said.

“Her book, out in time for holidays
sales, is already getting wonderful
reviews.

“ ‘Call Vicki Quade the anti-quotidian,’
says Don Rose, noted Chicago political

Vicki Quade

consultant and journalist. ‘There is noth-
ing “everyday” about her experiences, her
interactions and especially her keen, well
reported observations. She is an oddity
magnet. More odd things unfurl before
her on almost every outing than happen
to most of us in a season – funny things,
sad things, sometimes even dangerous
things, or just plain odd things. That's in
part because she is a hyper-curious
buttinsky, often launching conversations
with strangers our mothers warned us
against, emerging with priceless stories
and anecdotes. You will find yourself
amazed, amused, or just drop your jaw,
but it’s all true. I swear it is.’ ”
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Literary Latest

with a strong background in English
Literature (B.A. and M.A. from the

University of Chicago)
and a recent widow,
fleeing the Chicago
area where she’s lived
all her life, to resettle
in Santa Fe, New
Mexico. She hopes to
find solace in nature,
study Indigenous cul-
ture, write, pursue

photography, and may even develop a
new love interest.

Continued from Page 4

WRITING ABOUT THE PLAGUE YEAR

From the Publisher: “Picky Hunting: A
Journal of the Plague Year finds Picky
Hunting, a retired Jewish psycho-analyst

In 2011, author and sports journalist
Jeannie Morris, who had put aside a
book project on former Illinois Sen. Carol
Moseley Braun, searched for
Moseley Braun on Google. 

Ms. Morris wanted to see if
anyone had written “the story of
the extraordinary politician I
knew” but found no one had
done so, Ms. Morris told
Literary License in 2015.

Earlier, Ms. Morris and Carol
Moseley Braun had discussed
how “we might be able to create a book
detailing what was sure to be a historic
campaign to elect the first African
American woman to the United States
Senate,” Ms. Morris said.

After realizing no one else had written
the story, “I asked Carol if she would like
to have another go at producing a book,”
Ms. Morris said, “and she said, unequivo-
cally, no. So I decided to excavate my
journals, notes, press files and countless
interviews and rewrite the story I’d lived,

this time as what might be called an
enhanced memoir.”   

Ms. Morris, a graceful writer who went
on to write Behind the Smile: A Story of
Carol Moseley Braun's Historic Senate

Campaign (Agate Midway,
2015), died of appendiceal can-
cer on Dec. 14 at age 85. 

Publishers Weekly called
Behind the Smile “a gripping,
fast-paced story.” Midland
Authors member Rick Kogan
called it “an incisive and honest
350-page book.”

Ms. Morris, a member of the
Midland Authors who contributed to the
organization over the years, also was the
author of Brian Piccolo: A Short Season
(Rand McNally, 1971), which got glow-
ing reviews, and Adventures in the Blue
Beast (Rand McNally, 1975).

The best-selling Brian Piccolo: A Short
Season told the story of a Chicago Bears
running back who died of cancer in 1970
at age 26 and whose friendship with star
running back Gale Sayers was portrayed
in a TV movie, “Brian’s Song.”

Adventures in the Blue Beast recounted
a family trip across Europe and the for-
mer Soviet Union in a Ford van during a
yearlong sabbatical.

Ms. Morris, who won 12 Emmy
awards, also was a pioneering print and
TV star. 

She covered sports at WMAQ-TV and
WBBM-TV in Chicago. In 2014, she won
the Ring Lardner award for excellence in
sports journalism. She also wrote a col-
umn, “Football Is a Woman’s Game,” for
the newspaper Chicago’s American and in
1969 started writing about football for the
Chicago Daily News. 

Later, she worked on specials and docu-
mentaries, including producing the PBS
series “Adventure Divas” with her daugh-
ter Holly Morris.  

At the age of 63, Ms. Morris climbed
Mt. Aconcoguain, Argentina, with a group
of breast cancer survivors and, from that,
produced the award-winning PBS docu-
mentary “Expedition Inspiration.” 

“She loved to write, loved the
research,” veteran broadcaster Bill Kurtis
told the Chicago Sun-Times.

Final chapters

Jeannie Morris

James Hugunin

“Within six months of her arrival, how-
ever, the march of His Evil Majesty
COVID XIX through the world forces a
lockdown in her adopted state. Just
beginning to make friends, join a New-
Comers Club, travel, discover superb cui-
sine, enjoy musical concerts and respond
to online dating postings, the forced iso-
lation suddenly blunts her drive toward
new experiences and companionship. Her
loneliness is abated to some extent by her
two Black & White scotch label-looking
dogs. 

“Soon, Picky sees an opportunity.
Inspired by Daniel Defoe’s Journal of the
Plague Year (1722), Katherine Anne
Porter’s Pale Horse, Pale Rider (1939),
and Albert Camus’ The Plague (1947).
Picky decides to hone her writing skills
by daily tracking her life during the
terrible reigns of “COVID XIX” and
President Donald “Immanent Baboon”
Trump.

“Throughout, Picky is haunted by the
death of her husband (suicide or mur-
der?), by his memory and continuing
influence. Can she move past her past
and open herself to love again?”

find its place among modern novels that
offer a serious if often farcical critique of
American culture. At the least, they were
fun to write.  

“I’ve received encouragement from
Malachy McCourt,
brother of Frank and
author of A Monk
Swimming, who writes
of The Cardiff Giant:
‘A pungent satire of
human gullibility, this
fierce, upbeat novel is
a timely restorative in
a dark season.’ Fairly

unusual in modern literary fiction, The
Enigma Quartet features cover designs
and many illustrative drawings by artist
Marcia Scanlon. 

Larry Lockridge
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In normal years, authors who have won
Midland Authors awards say a few
words about their work at the annual

dinner. Last May, we couldn’t have the
dinner because of the pandemic. Not hear-
ing from fellow authors was disappointing
to our members.

We did get to hear from our award win-
ners in the November Literary License.
Here are comments from the some of the
authors who were named Midland
Authors honorees:

Margaret McMullan: A few years
back, I went to Israel as part of a writers
group. Back then, I knew the broad
strokes of my mother’s story. She saw
Hitler when she was nine years old, at the
dentist’s office in Vienna, having a cavity
filled in March 1938. She was raised
Catholic. Her father was born Jewish but
converted to Catholicism, thinking,
maybe Christianity would keep them safe.
It did not.   

I’ve written novels about the civil war,
civil rights, Hurricane Katrina. I know
about loss, but nothing prepared me for
my visit to Yad Vashem, the Holocaust
Museum in Israel, when I typed my moth-
er’s maiden name in the data base and up
popped “Richard.”  

“You’re the first to ask about him,” the
archivist said. “No one has ever asked
about this man, your relative, Richard.
You are responsible now. You must
remember him.”   

Where the Angels Lived is the story of
my mother’s uncle – a man she never
knew existed who died in Mauthausen
Concentration Camp in 1944. It took a
Fulbright to Hungary and years of
research to find out about Richard and all
the other relatives my mother never knew
–  aunts, uncles, cousins. Her family, and

now mine. Where the Angels Lived is the
story about why I went searching for
those clues to re-member so that we’ll
ALL remember.

Peter Copeland: Everything I know
about journalism I learned as a young
reporter on the streets of Chicago. We
were taught speed, accuracy and fairness
– three core values that I tried to live by
during a long career that spanned 30
countries on five continents. I could not,
however, have written my book Finding
the News as a young reporter. Absorbing
those lessons, living them in the real
world where things are not so black and
white, and finally teaching those core val-
ues to others, that required more time.
People ask how long it took to write a book
about my career, and the lessons I learned
about journalism, and I say, “forty years,
including about five years to type it up.”  

Elizabeth Brown: Thanks so much for
the joy and privilege of being selected as
an Honoree in the Children’s Nonfiction
category! Dancing Through Fields of
Color: The Story of Helen Frankenthaler
is my debut picture book. I have often
been drawn to important figures in the
arts as subjects for my work. Helen
Frankenthaler's life and story resonated
with me, especially with regard to her
painting process, her inspiration, and her

resilience. It takes courage to create, and
that is what I hope young readers take
away from the book.

I studied art history as well as drawing
and painting, and even though I’m a
writer, professor and professional violin-
ist, I continue to maintain a deep love for
the visual arts, especially the abstract
expressionists. Helen’s style held such a
huge influence in modern art as she
helped to birth the Color Field movement.
This book took extensive research, and I
loved being surrounded by the luscious
colors of Frankenthaler’s paintings as I
wrote it. I have additional books forth-
coming from Bloomsbury and Chronicle
in 2022 and beyond, and I can't wait to
share them with readers everywhere.

Ann Durkin Keating: Juliette Kinzie’s
Waubun, The ‘Early Day’ in the North-
west (1856) figured prominently in a book
I wrote marking the 200th anniversary of
the 1812 Battle of Fort Dearborn. I found
Kinzie to be a credible and fascinating
source on early Chicago, and wanted to
resurrect her reputation as Chicago’s first
historian. As I explored her life, especial-
ly through hundreds of her letters, I found
that not only was she a marvelous writer
but also she provided me with a new per-
spective on Chicago before the 1871 Fire.
Women’s views are often absent in a his-
tory that for too long suggested that early
Chicago was “a man’s city.” In The World
of Juliette Kinzie: Chicago Before the
Fire, I put women like Juliette Kinzie
front and center in the creation of the
city’s first civic culture.  

My early March 2020 presentation at the
Cliff Dwellers Club was the last in-person
event I did for the book. But it has not meant
an end to introducing Juliette Kinzie to
new audiences. I found a whole new

More award-winning book stories

Elizabeth Brown

Peter Copeland

Margaret
McMullan

Ann Durkin
Keating

Turn to Page 8
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world in virtual presentations, not unlike
a whole new world of virtual teaching at
North Central College! It’s been fun to
share my research with so many people. 

I’ve also found folks most interested in
the ways that Juliette Kinzie’s life was
shaped by epidemics – particularly
cholera that first appeared in Chicago in
1832 (brought with Winfield Scott’s U.S.
Army troops to put down the Black Hawk
War) and scourged the city in successive
summers after the opening of the Illinois
& Michigan Canal in 1848.  

Juliette Kinzie’s concern for her family
and her city exemplified her focus on the
responsibilities we carry to our communi-
ties, as much as the rights we claim as
citizens. It’s a message that has particular
resonance in this pandemic year.  

Lee Ann Roripaugh: It was such an
honor and delight for me to learn that
Tsunami vs. the Fukushima 50 was select-
ed as a poetry finalist in the 2020
Midland Authors Awards! Tsunami vs.
The Fukushima 50 is a project that

emerged in response to the 2011 Tohoku
earthquake and tsunami which led to the
subsequent Fukushima disaster in Japan. I
wanted to find a way to honor and com-
memorate Fukushima, as well as focus
attention on Fukushima's ongoing lega-
cies – particularly with respect to environ-
mental crises. My strategy within this vol-
ume was to consider questions of muta-
tion and radioactivity as employed within

comic books (X-Men or Godzilla, for
example) as a means of confronting issues
raised by the Fukushima disaster. So
many superheroes become superheroes as
a result of accidents involving radioactivi-
ty, and I wanted to think through aspects
of transformational identity formation in
the wake of disaster.

The book is composed of poems explor-

ing the character of tsunami as a force of
nature – a feral supervillainess, rising
from the seismic trauma of earthquakes in
the ocean floor, much in the same way that
the character of the X-men’s Magneto
was forged within the trauma of the
Holocaust. These tsunami poems are con-
trasted by a fictional cadre of first-person
monologues in the voices of survivors and
victims of Fukushima – loosely threaded
through associations with comic book
superheroes.

As climate change continues its inex-
orable unraveling of the habitability of
our planet, I think we’re going to be fac-
ing continued crises and disasters, both
ecological and humanitarian. COVID-19
perhaps foreshadows the type of crisis in
which nature and technology, human and
animal, collide as a result of overcrowd-
ing and shrinking habitats. We’re going to
need to be smart about science, and fierce
about our environmental politics. We’re
also going to have to learn to tread very
gently on our planet and become pro-
foundly compassionate in our treatment of
one another. I hope my book in some way
contributes to conversations about what it
means to be human, and humane, when
faced with disaster.

 Award
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